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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is the analysis of uniformity in Feferman’s explicit mathematics. The 
proof-strength of those systems for constructive mathematics is determined by reductions to 
subsystems of second-order arithmetic: If uniformity is absent, the method of standard struc- 
tures yields that the strength of the join axiom collapses. Systems with uniformity and join are 
treated via cut elimination and asymmetrical interpretations in standard structures. 
1. Introduction and background 
1.1. Development of constructive methods 
In 1967 Bishop’s book Foundations of Constructive Analysis gave a fresh impetus to 
constructive ideas in mathematics. The common belief that constructive methods were 
too weak to be applied in conventional mathematics was seriously opposed for the 
first time. The publication of Bishop’s book gave the concept of constructive methods 
in mathematics a tremendous boost. Formal systems have been developed, which are 
adequate for the notions and methods of Bishop’s constructive conception of mathe- 
matics. 
Nowadays some of these systems, among them Feferman’s explicit mathematics 
[5,7], and descendants of them are used in computer science for building proof 
development systems. The first computer science applications of constructive methods 
can be traced back to the AUTOMATH project of de Bruijn [4]. AUTOMATH, the 
forerunner of current proof development systems, was first applied to cross-check 
mathematical proofs done by a machine. On the basis of formal systems, and with the 
help of proof development systems, Bishop’s concept of constructive mathematics as 
a high-level programming language finally gained credibility. 
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Because of the increasing use of proof tools in computer science there is an 
increasing necessity for theoretical foundation of the underlying formal systems. In the 
very first place that means to give consistency proofs of those systems. In fact 
a consistency proof is just one consequence of the proof-theoretical analysis of 
a formal system. 
1.2. Analyses of formal systems 
The subject matter of this paper is the analysis of systems for explicit mathematics, 
i.e. the determination of the proof-strength of those systems. By that means the 
following will be obtained: 
(1) One achieves a precise delimitation of those parts of mathematics which can be 
developed within that formal system. 
For that the proof-strength of systems for explicit mathematics is measured in 
comparison with subsystems of second-order arithmetic since, using results of the 
Friedman-Simpson program of reverse mathematics [12, 19, 201, it is possible to 
determine those parts of common mathematics which can be or which cannot be 
developed within that system. 
(2) The results may be obtained by finite means (an argument for this fact is given 
by Feferman [lo] in a general setting) such that one obtains proof-theoretical 
reductions in the framework of an extended Hilbert’s Program. 
Besides the foundational aspects of those reductions this yields more: 
(3) A precise understanding of the processes which are essential for the strength of 
the system is gained and ultimately appreciation of the system itself. 
In fact an understanding isobtained relative to the reduced system, here it is relative 
to (essential processes of) subsystems of second-order arithmetic. Doing ordinal 
analyses, cf. [16, 18, 221, it is gained relative to long transfinite inductions. 
1.3. Informal description of explicit mathematics 
The basic notions of Bishop’s constructivism, which may be observed in the 
ontology of Feferman’s explicit mathematics, are: 
Functions are constructive operations, which on the other hand are given by 
algorithmical rules of construction. But they are not necessarily assumed to be 
recursive. Sets are only declared by their defining properties. In principle, functions 
and sets are not given in an extensional manner. 
Feferman developed his approach from observing Bishop’s treatment of Bore1 sets 
B. If f is an operation f: N + B, then f is a countable series of Bore1 sets, whose 
(disjoint) union is required to exist. This results in the formulation of the (non- 
uniform) join axiom: 
(Join-) (VxsA)3X(fx N X) + 3ZVz ZEZ+-+ZE 
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Furthermore xx&x = {(x,y): x&A A ycfx} should be given in an effective way from 
f and A, i.e. the disjoint union should be given explicitly in a uniform fashion: 
(Join) (VxsA)3X(fx ‘v X) -+ 32 ZEZ++ZE , 
where j is some fixed operation. The ontology of explicit mathematics originates in 
this axiom: sets are special objects, i.e. the language of explicit mathematics is 
order-sorted with the two sorts classifications (sets) and objects. 
Feferman’s theory EM0 for explicit mathematics includes besides the defining 
axioms for operations an axiom schema for elementary comprehension: 
(ECA) 3X(X ~c,(~,~)~Vx(x~Xe*F(x,~,i,a))), 
for elementary formulas F( a, ?i, A), where c, is an operation depending on the formula 
F(a,& A). Besides this axiom EM,, contains the induction schema on the natural 
numbers. 
Cancelling uniformity in the comprehension axiom, the non-uniform version is 
obtained: 
(ECA-) 3XVx(xeXaF(x)), 
where F(a) is again elementary. If EM0 is restricted to the non-uniform version of the 
comprehension axiom, it is denoted by EM,. And if the induction schema is replaced 
by the induction axiom, the theories are denoted by EM0 r and EM, 1, respectively. 
1.4. Aims and results 
First of all the aim is to understand uniformity in the axioms of explicit mathemat- 
ics. Although this question seems elementary, there is no answer up to now in the 
literature. 
Using the support of standard structures for explicit mathematics, which have been 
applied by Feferman [5,7] and which have been elaborated by Takahashi [21], it is 
possible to determine the exact strength of these theories. It is known by [7, 1 l] that 
EM,, 1 = EM0 1 + (Join) = II:-CA 1, (1) 
EM0 G l-I;-CA, 
EM0 + (Join) = II:-CA,,,, (2) 
where II:-CA,,, is the subsystem of second-order arithmetic which for each ordinal 
~(<a~ asserts the existence of the a-times iterated Turing-jump of a given set. 
These results have been obtained by very different means, partly only with ad hoc 
constructions. They will be reestablished using standard structures. Therefore it is 
necessary to make use of a technique which is well-known from the analysis of theories 
for admissible set theory [14, 171 and subsystems of second-order arithmetic [3]: 
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asymmetrical interpretations, which are due to Girard [13] and to Kreisel’s no- 
counterexample interpretation [15]. 
Using refined standard structures it is possible to analyze systems for explicit 
mathematics without uniformity: 
EM, = EM, + (Join-) - EM, + (Join) 3 II”,-CA, (3) 
EM0 + (Join-) = IIL-CA,,2. (4) 
By (2) in comparison with (3) or with (4) the proof-strength of the join axiom 
collapses if uniformity is absent. 
EM, 1 E I-It-CA 1 
in connection with (1) implies that it is not interesting to ask for the strength of 
systems without uniformity if only the induction axiom is available. 
1.5. Extensions 
Feferman’s theory TO contains, besides the axioms of EM,, and (Join), the axiom 
schema (IG) for inductive generation, demanding the existence of the accessible part of 
arbitrary relations and supporting induction on the accessible part with respect to 
definable subclasses of the universe. If this induction schema is restricted to classifica- 
tions, the resulting axiom is denoted by (IG) r. For brevity these axioms are not 
included in the following sections, but the methods which are developed there can be 
applied to them, too: 
Using standard structures, combined with an asymmetrical interpretation, one 
reobtains the results of Feferman and Sieg [l 11: 
EM0 1 + (IG) 1 = EM, 1 + (IG) r + (Join) = I-Ii-CA 1, 
EM0 + (IG) r + (Join) = II:-CA,,,. 
Furthermore, the techniques used for the analysis of uniformity versus non-uniformity 
transfer to this situation, for example: 
EM0 + (IG) I= EM, + (IG-) 1~ EM0 + (IG-) 1 + (Join) = II:-CA, 
EM, + (IG) r + (Join-) = II:-CA+,Z 
Similar results may be obtained for the full schema (IG). 
2. Notations 
2.1. Subsystems of classical analysis 
Subsystems of classical analysis are formulated in a second-order language with 
classical logic as usual, cf. [ll]: II:- and X:-formulas are defined by counting 
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alternating set quantifiers, whereas II:-formulas are set quantifier free. So if %? is 
a class of formulas, %-CA is the theory which contains some basic axioms, the 
comprehension schema 
(%-CA) 3XVx(xaXoF(x)), F(a)E%?, 
and the induction schema. If the induction schema is replaced by the induction axiom, 
the theory will be denoted by %-CA 1. II:-CA,,, is the theory II”,-CA plus the axioms 
(@-CA,) for each o! < E,,, which assert the existence of CI iterations of the Turing- 
jump. II”,-CA,,2 is defined similarly. 
2.2. Systems for explicit mathematics 
Systems for explicit mathematics are formulated with classical ogic in a two-sorted 
language with object variables a, b, c, . . . , x, y, z, . . . , classification variables 
A,B, C, . . . ,X, Y,Z, . . . , relation symbols N, = , E, App, object constants for the 
applicative part of explicit mathematics and object constants j, c, with m E IV for the 
uniform formulation of classification-existence axioms. The ontology is fixed by the 
axiom 
(Ont) VX3x(X = x). 
For the applicative axioms APP and the definition of elementary formulas one may 
consult one of [l, 5, 7, 211. In difference to those expositions atomic formulas are of 
the shape s = t, App( r, s, t), N(s) and SE A for arbitrary terms r, s, t. s&t is treated as an 
abbreviation for 3X(X = t A SEX). We write a E N instead of N(a) and A c N as an 
abbreviation for Vx( x&A -+ N(x)). 
A structure for explicit mathematics is of the shape (M, Cl, E, App, N, . . . ), where 
classifications range over Cl G M and . denotes the omitted interpretation of the 
constant symbols. 
The theory EM,, contains (Ont), APP, (ECA) and the induction schema: 
(IND) F(O)r\(tlx~N)[F(x) + F(x + l)] + (VXEN)F(X) 
for arbitrary formulas F(a). C’-elementary formulas are defined in [S, 211. (C+-ECA) 
denotes the restriction of (ECA) to x+-elementary formulas. x+-EM0 is defined 
similarly. Other notations are explained in Section 1.3. 
3. Embedding classical analysis into explicit mathematics 
The language Yp2 of classical analysis can be embedded into the language _Y(EM,,) 
of explicit mathematics essentially by restricting quantifiers to N, i.e. if the embedding 
is called ‘, then (VxF(x))” = (Vx E N)F”(x) and (VXF(X))” = (VX zN)F”(X). The 
symbols of Zz are interpreted by corresponding operations. 
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Let G9 be a class of _Yz-formulas. If To is an _Yz-theory and Ti is an _Y(EM,,)- 
theory, To cq T1 denotes T&F * Tr FF” for any q-sentence F. To q T1 is a nota- 
tion for TokF o Trl--F” for any %-sentence F. Furthermore, define T” = (F”: F is an 
axiom of T} + (Ont). T” is the T-corresponding system for explicit mathematics. 
Proposition 3.1. Zf T is an Y2-theory containing II”,-CA 1, then T znL T”. 
Proof (outline). The assertion follows from two elementary observations: 
1. For every countable regular model W of T there is a model 9X’ of T” such that 
mZ+F o rol+F” for every .Y+entence F. (5) 
A regular model is a model ‘!JJ& such that, if M is the first-order part, the second-order 
part l!LQ is a subset of Pow(M) and IE is interpreted by E, i.e. by the element relation. 
2. For every model ‘9I of T” there is a model ‘S’ of T such that 
% + F” o %’ + F for every _Yz-sentence F. 
We will only sketch these facts roughly: 
(6) 
1. Let YJI = (M,(113212, E ,... ) be a countable regular model of T and “: 
Mzl!IJJl,. Now define 
!JX’=(M,C1,&,A~&N ,...) 
by 4v(x,~,z)-=-~l= {X>(Y) = z, i.e. operations are indices of partial recursive 
functions. With A E CI = N = M let x&A e x E A^. (5) follows from this construction 
since A: Cl + l!JJIIz is onto. 
2. Let ‘% = (M, Cl, E, App, N, . . . ) be a model of T ‘. Then for A g CZ let 
z(A) = {xe M: YZ+ XEA}, 
i.e. a classification corresponds to the set of its elements. With 1%‘12 = {r(A): 
A E Cl} c Pow(M) we expand % to the regular model 
!I? = (M,(W12, E, . . . ). 
(6) follows from the fact that z: CI + l‘S’12 is onto. 17 
Corollary 3.2. (a) @,-CA / -nl EM, 1. (b) II”,-CA zn; EM,. 
Proof. Proposition 3.1 and II”,-CA f ” = EM, / yield (a), (b) is obvious. 0 
Lemma 3.3. EM0 proves the existence of an operation jfin such that for all n E N 
(VX < n)3X(fx N X) + 3X(X 5 j,i,(f, n) A VZ(ZsX++zs 1 fx)), 
.S-<” 
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Proof. We argue informally in EMo. jrin is defined, using the recursion theorem of 
explicit mathematics (e.g. [5], 3.3 (3)), by 
h(f,n + 1) N Cm(n + Ljfdf,nLf(n + l)), 
where c,(a,A, B) is a name for the elementary classification Au{ (a,~): y&B}. An 
application of the induction schema yields the assertion. 0 
Proposition 3.4. (a) EM0 + (Join-) t- ( lT~-CA,)O. 
(b) If cr<sa, then EM,, + (Join) I- (l-I:-CA,)‘. 
Proof. (a) Let c,(A) be a name for the elementary classification {x: xtzTJ”(A)}, 
where TJ(A) denotes the Turing-jump of A. Now we argue informally in 
EM0 + (Join-). Using the recursion theorem there is for every classification A E N 
an operation f such that 
f(n + 1) N Cm(.ifin(fi n)), 
where jti,, is the operation of Lemma 3.3. This yields (Vxe N)!tX(fx N X) by an 
application of the induction schema. Further, fn is TJ”( n, A), i.e. the nth iterate of the 
Turing-jump of A. (Join-) gives the existence of the sequence (TJ”(n, A))neN. 
(b) Follows by the same pattern using transfinite induction up to a<&,, or by [l 11, 
Lemma 1.1.7. 0 
Because of lI”,-CA,,Z = lT:-CA + (II:-CA,), from Corollary 3.2 and Proposi- 
tion 3.4 it follows: 
Corollary 3.5. (a) lI”,-CA,,l E,,L EM0 + (Join-). 
(b) lI:-CA,,, in! EM,, + (Join). f~ 
4. Standard structures 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with Takahashi’s article [21], especially with 
Sections 1 and 3. We will quote essential results and definitions, and at some points 
our observations will go beyond pure quotation. We will not mention obvious 
modifications of [Zl] and give only outlines how to formalize these results in 
subsystems of analysis when using them for proof-theoretical reductions. Thus a thor- 
ough study of [21] is absolutely necessary. 
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4.1. Fundamentals 
A pairing structure GPlrir = (S, 7t, no, rrl, 0) contains a pairing function rc: S2 -+ S 
with n( x, y) # 0 and projections no, rri with rco(0) = q(0) = 0. Furthermore assume 
S c N. no E S is defined recursively for n E N by 0” = 0 and (n + 1)” = rr( 0, no). Over 
pairing structures it is possible to define App 5 S3 inductively such that the structure 
GApp = S App N (> . . ) with N = {no: n E N > is a model of the applicative axioms 
APP, cf. [6, 21]. Iknce @‘p ’ IS called the applicative structure over GPoir. xy ‘v z is 
written instead of App( x, y, z). 
B E S is called an atomic base for GPoir, if x: S2 + S\B and if S is the closure of 
B under n. supps(x) s B is defined inductively: If x E B, then supp,( x) = {x} and if 
x = r$y,z), then supp,(x) = supp,(y)usupp,(z). 
aEAut(B/F)= {a:B + B: r~ one-one and onto, (r r(Fu{O}) = idFuIO)} is ex- 
tended to a:S -+ S via o(rc(x,y)) = n(o(x),a(y)). 
Proposition 4.1. (a) Zf xy N z, then supp,( z) C supp,( x) u suppB( y). 
(b) Zfa E Aut(B/@), then xy N z o a( N (T(Z). 
Proof. (a) is Theorem 1.2 and (b) is Theorem 1.3 in [21], respectively. 0 
4.2. Plain standard structures 
To extend GApp to a standard structure, a set M E B and a mapping 
A : M + Pow(S) are fixed. Furthermore, the following abbreviations will be used: 
c,(z) = rc(rc(l”,m”),z) with me N andj(x,y) = rr(71(2”,x),y). 
Definition 4.2. For ordinals a the U( EMo)-structures G;M,, = (S, CIM,,, EM,=, 
~pp, N, . . . ) are defined inductively, where classifications range over Clnr,. E S and E is 
interpreted by aMM,= z S x CIMM,=: 
(a) For a = 0 it is CIM,o = M.Withb~Mandz~Sitiszs,,~boz~i? 
(b) For a = p + 1 let Cl,,, E CIM,, and E~,~ E E~,~. In addition define: 
1. If F is elementary with Giidel number m E N, then c,(3, d) E C/M,, for jt E S 
and ?i~Cl~,~. With zeS it is z &,,,~,(?&a) 0 GMM,,.rl= F[z,I,dl. 
2. If a E Cl,,, and fe S with BM,s+ (Vxea)3Y(fx 2~ Y), then j(f,a) E cl~,,. 
With ZES define zey,, j(f,a) o G’M,Bk (3x&a)(Iysfx)[z = (x,y)]. 
(c) If a is a limit ordinal, then CIMM,= = U {Cl,,,: /I < a} and EM,=  IJ {EM,@: 
B-+. 
Define G;M = (S, CIM, Ed, App, . . . ) with CIM = u ( Clv,ol : a E On>, aM = u { ay,, : 
a E On}. If MO E M, the structure GM,, is built up using the function A t MO. 
Proposition 4.3 enables us to omit subscripts from E whenever it is used in a fixed 
context. 
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Proposition 4.3. If MO E M, c( d fi and a E CIMMo,=, then CIM,,a E Cl,,, and 
X&Mo,cra * X&MM.pa. 
Proof. This is Theorem 1.6 of [21]. [7 
Similarly to Definition 4.2, the structures G&c: and Gg;FCA are defined. There 
point 2 of (b) is cancelled and in addition 1 of (b) is restricted to x+-elementary 
formulas, respectively. 
Proposition 4.4. (a) GceECA = Gg;ECA + x+-EM,,. 
(b) GE’ = GE: + EM,,. 
(C) GM /= EM0 + (Join). 
Proof. One may consult the remarks in [7, III.1 and 111.121. 0 
Proposition 4.5. (a) 1f a E Clz-ECA and supp,(a )n M s MO, then a E ClziECA. 
(b) If a E CIEcA and supp,(a)nM E MO, then a E Cl$:‘. 
Proof. (a) and (b) have identical proofs, just exchanging the superscripts Z’-ECA and 
ECA. We prove (b) using induction on the definition of Cl;“: 
If a E M, then because of M E B it follows supp,(a) = {a}. But then 
supps(a)n M G MO implies a E MO. If a = ~,,,(%a) with de Cl;“, then 
supp,(d)n M E supp,(a) n M E MO. Thus the induction hypothesis is available for 
d and yields d E Clmo ECA. This implies a E C1&tA. 0 
Let Uq( e, x, X) and Unt (e, x, X) be standard enumeration predicates for the sets 
recursively enumerable in X and arithmetical in X, respectively. Uzy is a universal 
Cy-predicate and Un: is Ai (in the parameter X). 
Proposition 4.6. For every finite set MO = (6) there are recursive functions fMo3 
gMO such that for all mappings A: M --) Pow(S): 
(a) If a E Clg;ECA, 
(b) If a E Cl:?, 
then x&a 0 uq( fM,(a),g, iT). 
then x&a 0 un:(gM,(a),x,b). 
Proof. This is proved using a similar construction as in [21, Theorem 1.73 on the base 
of an effective transfinite recursion. 0 
To obtain reductions to subsystems of second-order arithmetic the observations of 
this section have to be made relative to the means of those subsystems. 
Remark 4.7. The construction of the structure GEA can be carried out relative to 
II:-CA for finite sets M, i.e. in II”,-CA it is possible to define the class GEA for finite 
sets M such that Propositions 4.4(b), 4.5(b), and 4.6(b) are valid. 
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Some care is necessary when formulating Proposition 4.4(b) relative to I-Ii-CA: 
If EM0 l-F, then I-IL-CA proves GECA M + F for every Y(EM,)-sentence F. (7) 
Proof (outline). We describe the construction of GE’ in II”,-CA informally. Starting 
with GPair = (IV , II, no, q , 0) with primitive recursive functions n, no, 7tl we obtain the 
applicative structure G App = ( N, App, N, . . . ) with a recursively enumerable relation 
App E N3 and with primitive recursive N G N. Let the atomic base B be given by the 
set of all non-pairs. Now take any mapping A : M + Pow( N ), where M c B is finite. 
Then A is given by a set. 
For the definition of the relation sy take the function gy of Proposition 4.6(b), 
which can be defined in II”,-CA, and let 
x&fa * Un:(s&f(a),x,%), (8) 
where M = (6). It is easy to prove that GgI”” is a model of (ECA). Because of (8) 
arbitrary Y( EM,)-classes in Gy ECA are definable 9+lasses such that GEI”” is a model 
of (IND). 0 
4.3. ReJined standard structures 
Takahashi [21] refined the construction of the standard structures. This refinement 
concerns the construction of the function “. For that aim define 
Pow(S/F)= (XcS:(V’crgAut(B/F))tlx(x~X o a(x)~X)}. 
With Q E Pow(N) let .&r = SZn Pow(S/F) and JY = U { dF: F finite}. It is possible 
to organize the construction in such a way that M and B\M are infinite and such that 
the function A : M z J? gets the following properties: 
Proposition 4.8. (a) Let F, MO E B be finite and A : MO + Pow(S/F). If cr E 
Aut(B/M,u F), then a E CIM,, implies o(a) E Cl,, and x&a o a(x)ea(a). 
(b) For eoeryjnite F. E B there is a finite set F 3 F. such that “: F n M + &ZF. 
Proof. (a) is Corollary 3.2 and (b) is Lemma 3.11 in [21], respectively. 0 
Proposition 4.9. Let MO E M be finite with A rMo: MO + Pow(S/F). Assume that 
(Fusupps(ao)usupp,(f))nM E MO as well as (VxeM,ao)(3yE Cl,)[fx 2~ y] and 
(Vx&nr,ao)(Vy~C~~)Cfx-~~su~~,(~)nM~M~ * YEGJ. 
Zf xcM,,aO and fx N y, then y E CIM,,. 
(9) 
Proof. This is case 3 of [21, Theorem 3.61. l-J 
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5. Application: uniform = non-uniform 
Theorem 5.1. EM0 ‘n; II”,-CA. 
Proof. Assume EM0 I-VXG (X)’ for a Zt-formula G(A). The argument is given 
informally within IT&-CA. Let X s N be fixed. The assertion follows from proving 
G(X). Now construct (within IIt-CA) the structure Gyy with 6 = X”, where b E B is 
arbitrary and X” = {no : n E X} . Using (meta-)induction on II:-formulas F( a, A), it 
follows with x’ E N 
F(x’,R) o Grbcp+ F”(x’“,st), 
if X s N and d are classifications with 
(10) 
xEak 0 xExE. (11) 
Proposition 4.6(b) implies that if a E Cl:?, then {x:x&at is a set. Thus for C:- 
formulas F( a, A) (10) yields 
if d and 2 comply with (11). Because of EM,, I-VXG(X)” we obtain by (7): 
GFv + G”(b). (13) 
By definition of 6, (12) and (13) imply G(X). 0 
Corollary 5.2. @,-CA =n; EM,,. 
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 3.2(b). 0 
If induction is absent, the construction which is used in Remark 4.7 has to be done 
with much more care, now advantage is taken of the possibility of coding infinitely 
many sets via the mapping A into a (plain) standard structure. Without a proof we 
remark: 
Theorem 5.3. For every countable model 9A of II”,-CA 1 there is a model w’ of EM0 1 
such that 93 k F o ‘%I’ + F” is valid for all Y,-sentences F. 0 
Corollary 5.4. II%-CA r zn; EM0 t. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 3.2(a). 0 
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6. Application: uniform # non-uniform 
The following argumentation presumes that the construction of the standard 
structure GEmECA . 1s a refined construction relative to a model 52 c Pow(N) of 
(II:-CA). Especially, we require that the function * : M =A? is constructed accord- 
ing to Section 4.3. 
Lemma 6.1. For every a E CIG-ECA there is an X E A’ such that x E X o x&a. 
Proof. This is an adaptation of [21, Theorem 3.141. 0 
Proposition 6.2. (a) Gc”CA + (ECA - ). 
(b) GzeEcA l= (Join-). 
Proof. (a) Using Proposition 4.4(a) it is sufficient o prove that for a E C1c”CA there is 
an a’ E ClgeECA such that x&a’ o x$a. So fix a E Cl, z’-ECA Because of Lemma 6.1 there .
is an X E A such that x E X o x&a. By definition of k! there is an F such that 
X E dF, i.e. if o E Aut(B/F), then 
XEX e G(X)EX. (14) 
Defining Y = N\X it is Y E 52, since Q is a model of (II:-CA). If cr E Aut(B/F), then 
by (14) x E Y o a(x) E Y. But this shows Y E .NF c &?. By definition of A there is an 
a’ E M such that a^’ = Y. This implies xea’ o x$a. 
(b) Let f E S and a E ClzeEcA with GgmECAk (Vxea)IX(fx N X). Define 
F,, = supp,(a)usupp, (f). Then F,, is finite. Proposition 4.8(b) implies the existence 
of a finite set F 2 F,, such that “: Fn M + A%!~. If MO = Fn M, then 
(F u supp,( a) u supp&)) n M c MO. Furthermore (9) is valid by Proposition 4.5(a). 
Hence Proposition 4.9 shows: 
If xEa and fx N y, then y E Clg;ECA. (15) 
With MO = (6) Proposition 4.6(a) implies xEa o UE;(f&a),x,h3). If+xsa and 
fx N y, they by (15) and Propositon 4.6(a) zsy o UZ$&(y),z, b). Since 
s2 c Pow(N) is a model of (II%-CA), there is an X E Q with 
X = {(x,z): Ur~(~~,(a),x,%)A3y(fx = yA Ux$k(YXz,G)}. (16) 
But this means ZE X o (z)Oea~3y(f(~)o N ye (z)~sY) o z~C,,,fx. If 
0 E Aut( B/F), then because of o(f) = f and a(a) = a, Proposition 4.8(a) implies 
z E X o cr((z),,)&a ~(3y E C1ziECA) [fan) N y A (T((z)~)EY] o a(z) E X, 
which proves X E A, c A. This gives the assertion. 0 
Theorem 6.3. (a) II”,-CA r +,;Z+-EM,, r + (ECA-) + (Join-). 
(b) l-I”,-CA -n; Z+-EM0 + (ECA- ) + (Join-). 
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Proof (outline). We will only sketch (b) roughly: The proof follows the lines of 
Theorem 5.1 using formalized versions of Propositions 4.4(a) and 6.2 instead of 
Remark 4.7. The main difference is the construction of the function A: M0”19A. 
Remark 4.7 uses a finite version. 
For that take an inner class model Q of (II:-CA), e.g. the sets which are arithmetical 
in a fixed parameter. Then AF and 4 are LZz-definable. The class A can be 
constructed within II”,-CA as in [21, 3.41. Then A is Yz-definable, which is used to 
show that GgwECA IS a model of the induction schema (IND). 0 
Corollary 6.4. (a) IT&-CA 1 -ni EM, 1 + (Join-). 
(b) HZ-CA =n;EM; + (Join-). 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 6.3. 0 
Theorem 6.5. II”,-CA +,2 -n; EM, + (Join-). 
Proof (outline). In difference to the proof of Theorem 6.3(b) one uses a refined 
standard structure GF* on the basis of a model Sz E Pow(N) of (@-CA,). Here 
GE* b (Join-) (17) 
is proved similarly to Proposition 6.2: instead of using Proposition 4.6(a) we have to 
apply Proposition 4.6(b). This yields, cf. (16), 
X = {(x&9: uno(s~,(a),x,~)A3~(~x = Y * ~rI:hf,(y), zh}. 
And since s1 E Pow( lV) is a model of (@-CA,), X is a set in 52. The rest of the proof of 
Proposition 6.2 can be adapted unchanged. 
SE* + EM0 
follows similarly as we have proved G&-ECA + x+-EM0 in Theorem 6.3. 0 
7. Asymmetrical interpretations 
C-/H-formulas of 9(EMo) are built up from quantifier free formulas by conjunc- 
tion, disjunction, object quantification and S/V-quantification over classifications, 
respectively. A-formulas are formulas which are Z- and H-formulas. Ci-formulas are 
of shape 3X1 . . . 3Xk F( Xi, . . . ,X,), where F(Ar, . . . , Ak) is a A-formula. II,-formulas 
are defined similarly. Observe that Z-formulas are upward persistent and H-formulas 
are downward persistent in GM,=, respectively. 
Now we define that Tait-style calculus 5-,. Tait-style calculi only support formulas 
in negation normal form, i.e. formulas where negations occur only in front of atomic 
subformulas, cf. [ 161. 5-o E F denotes that there is a derivation of the finite set F of 
_Y( EM,)-formulas such that a < E,, is an upper bound for the proof-length and k E N 
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is an upper bound for cut ranks, occurring in the derivation. The rank function, rk, 
counts logical symbols over Z1- and l-I,-subformulas, which themselves have cut 
rank 0. 
5, contains the following logical axioms and rules, where 3, z, t are arbitrary object 
terms and H is a A-formula: 
(VI 
r, Fi 
r,FovFl 
i = 0,l 
w r, F(a) VO) r, F(t) 
T,VxF(x) 
a#r r,3xF(x) 
of’) 
r,F(A) 
AW (W 
r, F(A) 
r, vmx) r, 3XF(X) 
(ax) z-,-e, H 
(eq) r,t = t 
(eqr) ..’ 
r, Si = ti . . . (i < n) r, H(t0, . . , , tn) 
r3(so, . . . 9,) 
Besides these axioms and rules, f-, contains: 
_ the formulas in APP, the open form of the formulas in (ECA), and the open form of 
the induction axiom as axioms (notice that (Ont) is provable), 
- the cut rule and the w-rule: 
(cut) 
r,F T,lF 
r 
(o) . . . r,;y...t;w 
5 
- the following rule for treating the join axiom: 
(join) 
r,(vx&A)3x(fx N X) 
r, 3ZJoin(f, t, A, 2) ’ 
where the XI-formula Joint(f, t, A, 2) is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 7.1. EM0 1, more precisely: the applicative fragment of EM0 1, proves: 
Zf (VxeA)3X(fx N X), then 
3Z(Z = j(f; A) A VZ(ZEZ c, ZE 1 fx)) o Vz3Z Join(f;z, A,Z), 
XEA 
where 
Join(f,z,A,Z) E 3Y3X(Z -j(J;A)A(zeZ + (z)~EAA Y Ef(Z)oA(Z)l&Y) 
A ((Z),&A A (X = f(z)o -+ (z)~ EX) + z&Z)). 0 
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Proposition 7.2 (Embedding and partial cut elimination). (a) EM,, 1 + (Join) t-F 
* (jn < o)Fm y F. 
(b) EM0 + (Join) I-F * (3cr < E,,)&, l-y F. 
Proof. The embedding of EM0 r into rm is an immediate consequence of the formula- 
tion of y0 and makes no use of the w-rule. For embedding (IND) one uses the o-rule 
similarly to [16, 11.2, last case]. 
Using standard cut elimination techniques, cf. [3, 14, 16, 171, it is possible to obtain 
the partial cut elimination for ym. 0 
Proposition 7.3 (Asymmetrical interpretation). Zf T(d, A) is a set of C-fomhs with 
To k”; T(ii, A), then for all /? 
Proof (by induction on a). We restrict ourselves to the following two cases: 
If the last inference has been an application of (join), then 32 Join(f, t, A, Z) is in r. 
Further, there is a premise 
Fm F*I” T(d,i,a)(VxeA)lX(fx 2: X) 
with rxo < ~1. (VxeA)3X(fx 2: X) is a C-formula, thus the induction hypothesis yields 
for fixed /3, 2 E Cl,,, and x’ E S: 
GM,8+2’“k f(jt,X-),(VX&X)3Y(fX = Y). 
Because of /3 + 2”O + 1 < p + 2” and the definition of CI,,P + 2-o+ 1 it follows that 
GM,8+2ti+ T(x’,?),3Z(Z -j(f,X)r,Vz(zLZ c* z&C fx)). 
XEX 
Lemma 7.1 yields the assertion. 
If the last inference is a cut, then the cut formulas have both cut rank 0, i.e. they are 
a X1- and a II,-formula, respectively. Thus there are a A-formula F and the premises 
ym ä “1”r(7i,a),~PF(ii,T;,~,A,B), y0 l-7’ r(ga),vI%F(d,& P,A,B) 
with a,, a1 < a. Inversion of the second derivation yields fresh variables c with 
~“~“1’T(d,a),lF(d,~,~,a,~,. 
The induction hypothesis yields for all 8, y and x’ E S: 
(tlXECI&Ghf,s++ T(Q), 3PF(Jt,Q RR&, 
(v~,XEC1,,,)G~,B+*“‘~r(~,X),lF(~,a,P,X,8). 
Assume that there is a p as well as ii’ E Cl,,, and x’ E S such that 
$f,fl+*z !+:T(x’, 2). 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
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With y = j3 + 2”o it is y + 2” = /? + 2”o + 2”’ Q j3 + 2”. Thus persistence of C-for- 
mulas, (18) and (19) yield 
(@E CLf.r7+2*.)%,fl+2”“~ F(0, RR@, 
(VJP E Cl&f,y)%,y+2”’ + lF(0, RR@. 
This yields a contradiction. Thus (20) is wrong, and the assertion is proved. Cl 
Theorem 7.4. Let F be a VIEsentence. 
(a) EM,, 1 + (Join) t-F + GM,w I= F. 
(b) EM0 + (Join) k F s GIM,EO b F. 
Proof. These are immediate consequences of Propositions 7.2 and 7.3. 0 
There is no difficulty in formalizing Propositions 7.2 and 7.3 in subsystems of 
second-order arithmetic as long as induction on CI is available, but some technical 
difficulties have to be overcome when simulating GIM,w and GMM.E,, in I’I0,-CA and 
DOm-CA,,,, respectively. Moreover, the following corollary is proved similarly to 
Theorem 6.3. 
Corollary 7.5. (a) @,-CA =n; EM,, 1 + (Join). 
(b) @,-CA +, -n; EM0 + (Join). 0 
We close our observations with a strengthening of Theorem 6.3(b): 
Theorem 7.6. @,-CA -n; X+-EM, + (ECA-) + (Join). 
Proof (outline). Using obvious modifications we prove that if F is a X%-sentence, then 
X+-EM0 + (ECA-) + (Join) t- F =z. G~;~~TJoin + F, 
where GZ+;ctCACA,Join is defined by restricting point 1 of Definition 4.2(b) to X’-elemen- 
tary formulas. Further, we have to assume that “: MZQ, where Sz E Pow(N) is 
a model of (II:-CA). 
For formalizing this observation in II:-CA we make use of the fact that for every 
finite set MO = (6) there is a recursive function hu, such that for all mappings 
“: M -+ Pow(S): 
If a E Clz;ECA3Joi”, then x&a o Uq( hMMo( a), x, 8). 
The construction of the structnre Gg;_j?CA*Join for cc<e,-, in lI:-CA makes use of 
transfinite induction up to ~1, when proving that h,,(a) is defined for 
a E cIZ+-ECA.Join 
M,o . cl 
Corollary 7.7. II”,-CA =n; EM; + (Join). 
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8. Conclusion and outlook 
Besides the results of this article which are discussed in the introduction we have 
seen that standard structures are a strong tool for the analysis of systems for explicit 
mathematics: uniform and non-uniform parts of the systems are separated exactly. 
Standard structures are suitable for asymmetrical interpretations, which are used for 
the analysis of systems including the uniform version of the join axiom. Whenever the 
uniform or non-uniform join axiom is treated, refined structures have to be used. 
Further, the use of standard structures is not restricted to axioms we discussed in 
the previous sections: Using (refined) standard structures, analyses of full stratified 
comprehension and the weak power set axiom are possible, answering open questions 
of Feferman [7]. 
Much more involved is the treatment of monotone inductive definitions. The axiom 
(MID-) asserts the existence of least fixed-points of monotone operations. Here too, it 
is possible to get reductions to subsystems of second-order arithmetic via standard 
structures and asymmetrical interpretations, except for TO + (MID-) cf. the questions 
in [9]. The determination of the proof-strength of T,, + (MID-) still remains the 
main question in this field. In fact, nearly nothing is known about the uniform 
formulation of that axiom, (MID). 
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